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Tennesseejudge
saysparents have
to 'opt out'

Parents vote to
rejectECRI
readlngprogram

Parental rights advocates are cheering the
recent and much publicized court decision in
the Tennessee textbook case. That decision
permits the parents to withdraw their children
from reading instruction in which a specific
reading series offends their religious beliefs.
At the same time, parents and citizens are
concerned about the distortion that decisionhas
received in the national news media.
On Ll'Lcuuc, 24, U.S. District Judge Thomas
G. Hun ruled in the case of Mozert v. Hawkins
CountyBoard of Educationthat school officials
in Church
Tennessee are prohibited "from
requiring the student-plaintiffsto read from the
Holt [Holt, Rinehart, and Winston Basic Readers]seriesand ORDERED to allow the studentplaintiffs to attend the Hawkins County public
schools without participating in the course of
reading instruction, as long as the parents
submit written notice of their intent to provide
home school reading instruction [in accordance
with Tennessee law]."
In contrast to false assertions by news media
and opponents of the decision that Judge Hull's
decision could result in prohibiting students
from reading such books as The Diary of Anne
Frank or The Wizard of Oz, Judge Hull's
opinion specifically states that the decision
applies only to the Holt, Rinehart, and Winston
series. The decision does not apply to any other
texts or subject areas of instruction.
Judge Hull stated in his opinion that "It is
important to note at the outset that the plaintiffs

A nationally-used reading instruction program called ECRI is coming under increasing
criticism nationwide as parents voice their
concerns about its controversialinstructiontechniques.Most recently,parents in Clairfield,Tennesseerejected ECRI for use in the local elementary school, claiming that the program caused
stress related problems among the students.
ECRI, the Exemplary Center for Reading
Instruction, has been in use nationwide since
1966. It is the cornerstone program of the
"mastery learning" teaching methodology.
Mastery learning mandates that a pupil must
achieve 100 percent mastery of a task before
proceeding to the next task.
Critics of mastery learning say that, although
this practice may sound good in theory, it can
be detrimental to the student because methods
used to achieve the prescribed "mastery" ignore
the fact that children learn differently and have
different learning speeds and capacities.
"Teaching children to think," they say, is
replaced in the ECRI program by teaching
children to "respond" in the absence of thought
The ECRI reading program is specifically
based on the ''stimulus-response" theory of
operant conditioning. Students are required to
memorize lists of isolated, whole words at a
rapid pace while the teacher followsa prescribed
script of directives and reinforcement/reward
statements.
Students respond verbally :in unison to the
teacher in word recognitionexercises.They must

Judge Thomas Hull
are not requesting that the Holt seriesbe banned
from the classroom, nor are they seeking to
expunge the theory of evolution from the public
school curriculum."
He continued, "despite considerable fanfare
in the press billing this action as 'Scopes H', it
bears little relation to the famous 'monkey trial'
ofl925. These plaintiffs simply claim that they
should not be forced to choose between reading
books that offend their religious beliefs and
foregoing a free public education."
A three-ye:u battle
The original dispute began in the faUofl983
when the Hawkins County School Board selected the Holt, Rinehart, and Winston Bask
Readers for use in local schools. Following the
selection, parents who examined the textbooks
objected that the readers were unacceptable for
religious and moral reasons.
As stated in Judge Hull's decision, parents
objected to "a definite feminist theme" in the
See Textbooks page 4

BlackMinistersFile Suit AgainstChicagoSex Clinics
The sex clinic controversy in Chicago escalated again when a group of black ministers
filed suit against the Chicago Board of Education in October on charges that local high
school sex clinics violate state fornication laws
and constitute discrimination against black
families.
Led by Reverend Hiram Crawford, the
plaintiffgroup which indudes South Side Black
ministers, parents of minors attending schools
which operate the sex clinics, and the local
Pro-Life/Pro- Family Coalition, filed the suit in
the Cook County Circuit Court in October.
The plaintiffs hope to stop the clinics from
dispensing contraceptives on school premises.
Defendants named in the suit include all
members of the Chicago Board of Education,
the Chicago Superintendent of Schools, the
principal of DuSable High School where the
first clinic was established, and the Illinois
Department of Public Aid.
Two high school sex clinics are currently in
operation in Chicago, one at DuSable and the
other at Orr High School.
The plaintiffs specifically charged that the
sex clinic program is a "calculated, pernicious
effort to destroy the very fabric of family life
among Black parents and their children. It is
designed to control Black population and is
sponsored by the very governmental agency
which is charged with the responsibility of
teaching and promoting family life values."
The complaint notes that "the providing of
birth control devices to children at public

schools is only done at Black or minority
schools.... Since no non-minority schools are in
the program and 110 substantially all-white
schools are within the program, Blacks and
minorities are treated differently."
Plaintiffs also charged that, by encouraging
sexual intercourse with the distribution of
contraceptives, the sex clinics are violating the
Illinois Criminal Code on fornication.
As quoted in the complaint, Section 11-8 of
the Illinois Criminal code states that, "any
person who cohabits or has sexual intercourse
with another not his spousecommits fornication
if the behavior is open and notorious,"
Section 12-5 continues, "The accused commits criminal abuse if: ( l) the accused was 17
years of age or over and commits an act of
sexual penetration or sexual conduct with a
victim who was at least 13 years of age but
under 16 years of age when the act was
committed; or (2) the accused was under 17
years of age and commits an act of sexual
penetration or sexual conduct with a victim
who was at least 9 years of age but under 16
years of age when the act was committed."
The complaint states that the operating
guidelines for the sex clinics, as issued by the
Chicago Board of Education, "do not require
any admonishment, nor adherence to" those
state statutes.
Additional plaintiff charges include:
* The clinic program usurps the teaching and
moral authority of the parents, as guaranteed by
the U.S. Constitution.

* The clinic program violates the plaintiffs'
Free Exercise of Religion as guaranteed by the
First Amendment because providing birth control devices aids and abets a practice and belief
diametrically opposed to Plaintiffs' religious
beliefs that unmarried children should not have
sexual relations.
* The guidelinesof the Board of Education do
not provide for adequatelyinsuringor protecting
itselfor taxpayersagainstpossiblefuture medical
malpractice or products liability claims.
No one at the Chicago Board of Education
was available for comment.
Lawsuit prompts Governor to take a stand
In reactionto the Chicagolawsuit,IllinoisGovernor James Thompson issueda statementdirecting Illinoisschoolsto "stresssaying'no' to sex" at
least as much as they promote contraception.
"It is important for teenagers to learn how to
say 'no' to sexual advances and to clearly
understand the negative personal and legal
impacts on their lives of saying 'yes,' " said
Governor Thompson.
The Governor ordered an in-depth review of
sex education curricula in use in Illinois to
examine whether or not they adequately teach
chastity.
Kathleen Sullivan, chairman of Project Sex
Respect, a sex education curriculum which
emphasizes chastity, said that the Governor
made his statement after he became aware of an
unenforced state law which requires that 50
percent of sex education programs focus on
abstinence.
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repeat the same exercisesover and over until they
are able to respond with 100 percent accuracy
and within a designated time period. Teachers
use a stopwatch to time student exercises.
Phonics does not play a role in the ECRI
program. ECRI and phonics are "diametrically
opposed," wrote one Texas teacher. "There is
no way they can be reconciled. If a child is
taught by phonics, he is taught skills which he
uses to decode words and gain meaning.
However, in ECRI the child memorizes by rote
the words in the book he is being taught from. It
is a pure sight technique.... I tried to teach
phonics using ECRI, but must admit I was not
successfuL.ECRI is the antithesis of phonics."
Pairents cite physical side effects
A major concern of parents whose children
have used the ECRI program has been the
physical side effectscaused by the closely-timed
exercises. The Clairfield, TeD_nessee,parents
were particularly concerned that the fast-paced
program had caused some children to have
nightmares and to repeat words in their sleep.
Parents in Clairfield, a coal mining community of
met in the school gymnasium m
September and voted 99-65 to discontinue the
use ofECRI in the local elementary school. The
school was subsequently dosed for one day
while the ECRI materials were removed and
the state basic skills program was reinstated.
The Tennesseeparents are not the only onesto
report negative physical side effects.In an April
15, 1986letter, Dr. Marvin N. Kirk, Jr., M.D. of
Benton,Arkansasreported on his examinationof
a young boy :inthe ECRI program.
"I have examined this child today, April 15,
1986,in my off!ceand find him depressed.From
what the mother tells me, this child has classical
childhood depression. His mother feels that his
depression is stemming from the school and the
method of teaching. This is the Mastery Testing
in which the child is timed for his performance.
All children have different levels of maturity of
the nervous system and some children, at this
age, cannot withstand being timed. It has made
this child very irritable, he dislikes school, and
he has become a disciplinaryproblem at home.
"I have advised the mother that he should
either change schools or try to get the school to
see that this program is not good for Paul. I have
seen several other children from the same
school with the same p_rnblem,and I think this
method of teaching is very unwise as far as
children's health is concerned."
But Clairfield Elementary School principal
Orville Petrey strongly defended the ECRI
program. He said that his staff was supportive of
the program and that positive changes had
taken place sincethe program's implementation.
Mr. Petrey said that the school adopted the
program in an effort to improve low student
achievement scores.
The principal said that the district first
considered adopting ECRI when a national
facilitator for ECRI contacted local district
officials. ECRI was originally developed with
taxpayer funds through grants from Titles I and
m of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act and through funds from the National
Reading Improvement Act
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Pilotprogram being tested nationwide
The Vermont Department of Education is
urnier scrutiny from the U.S. Department of
Education for using taxpayer funds in its
unsuccessful attempt to help pass the proposed
state Equal Rights Amendment. In an October
28 lelter to Vermont Commissioner of Education Stephen S. Kaagan, the U.S. Department
of Education questioned the "possible misuse of
Federal funds to pay for the preparation and
mailing of materials promoting passage of the
proposed Vermont Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA)." Earlier this year, the Vermont Department of Education sent packets of materials to
every public school in the state which contained
only pro-ERA materials. In previous correspondence, Vermont Commissioner Kaagan
told the Federal Department that only proERA materials were distributed because there
were no other materials available presenting the
opposite view. The proposed state ERA failed
on the November 4 referendum.

A Compton, California principal authorized
a fake Halloween announcement that the
Soviet Union had declared war oh the United
States,. scaring both students and teachers.
Dominguez High Principal Fred Easter admitted that he had approved the announcement
which was carried over the school's loudspeakeL According to the Associated Press
report, a woman's voice came over the intercom
and announced that the Soviets had shot down
two U.S. warplanes over the Mediterranean
Sea and had declared war on the United States.
Students reported running from their classrooms in panic. Although school officials said
that the joke was inappropriate,the principal
W1Hno, be officiailyreprimanded.
Grad,.mting seuaor§ at m,e Miich,i:rg:.in

School now come with a guarantee: the
school promises that the students will have the
basic skills required by their employers or the
school will take them back to learn what they
missed. A flyer to local employers in Lowell,
Michigan states: "If you hire a 1987graduate of
Howell High School and find that he or she
lacks the basic skillsin reading,spelling, writing,
or arithmetic to learn and perform satisfactorily
on the job, we'll take that graduate back." A
Chicago Tribune report (10-12-86) stated that
the guarantee was prompted by complaints
from local businessmen who said that their
employees were not well prepared.
The Montgomery County, Mru:-ylandschools

have come under attack again for their
srud,ent smoking policy which provides smoking areas and smoking privileges to thousands
of students countywide. Despite parental protests when the policy was originally enacted in
1969,the smoking policy was recently renewed
for the 18th consecutive year. According to
Malcolm Lawrence, chairman of the Maryland
Coalition of Concerned Parents, the school
system has maintained the policy despite appeals for a reversal from lung, heart, and cancer
associations and a former U.S. surgeon general.
Mr. Lawrence noted that, in addition to encouraging cigarette smoking, the policy contradictsdrug education instruction in earlier grades
and facilitates the use and transfer of illicitdrugs
and narcotics on school grounds.
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A soon-to-be published "depression survey"
for high school students has already met with
resistance in one midwestern school where it is
being pilot-tested for national distribution. Just
one day prior to a second round of student
testing in Janesville, Wisconsin, parents spoke
out about their concerns at a school board
meeting on November l l.
The focus of parental concern is a three-part
survey which was administered to all 1,272
students at Craig High School in October as
part of the national field test. The survey
includes three questionnaires: the Depression
Survey, the Suicide Ideation Survey, and the
Self-Concept Survey.
The Janesville parents became concerned
when students told them about the intrusive
and negative nature of the questionnaires after
the test had been administered" One Janesville
mother became especially concerned when she
learned that the topic of suicide was included in
the survey.
Mary Sutherland, a former teacher and
mother of two students who took the survey,
said she was initially concerned that the questionnaires could actually increase student
depression and give the idea to commit suicide
to studentswho had not consideredit previously.
She also wondered if the "feelings" questions
constituted a violation of students' and parents'
privacy rights.
Mrs. Sutherland said that her concerns increased when she met with school officialsand
reviewed the questionnaires.She objected to
Suicide Ideation questions that asked the students to identifythe frequencywith which they
"thought about": killing myself, Hfenot being
worth living, what to write in a suicide note,
ways people kin themselves ... (see box).
The Depression Scale asked students to
identify how often they felt this way: I feel
lonely, I feel my parents don't like me, I feel
important, I feel like hiding from people, I feel
like hurting myself, I feel I am no good, I like
eating meals, ...
"There are no questions about why the
student should stay alive," said one Janesville
mother. "And the questionnaire leaves students
with the impression that the proper response to
depression is suicide."
The Janesville parents said that parents were
not made aware of the very personal, privacyinvading nature of the questions, nor were they
told that their children were part of an experimental test project. "We were not told our
childrenwere guineapigs,"said Mrs. Sutherland.
The only notification parents received about
the test was a mention in the school newsletter
mailed to parents at the beginning of the
school year.
That notice gave parents the option to
exempt their child from the survey, but gave no
date or time when the survey would be given.
The notice gave parents no indication as to the
contents or experimentalnatureof the questionnaires, said Mrs. Sutherland. She added
that, to parents including herself, the survey
described in the newsletter sounded innocuous.
Now, however, the concerned Janesville
parents are asking questions and demanding
answers.

Parents cv,""'°"'"""r1 concern
all
students were asked,
informed parental consent, how often
they thought about:

Survey intended for use nationwide
The depression survey was developed by Dr.
William Reynolds of the University ofWisconsin-Madision and will be published by Psycho• killing myself
logical Assessment Resources, Inc., in Tampa,
Florida. According to Dr. John Shinka at
~ when I would kill myself
Psychological Assessment Resources, the Reynolds Adolescent Depression Scale (RADS)
• people dying
will be available for use nationwide as of
December 15. The Suicide Ideation Questionnaire (SIQ) is still being tested and will be
@ writing a will
available to schools in late 1987.
Drs. Reynolds and Shinka concurred that
• that people would be happier if I
12,000 students have already been tested in
were not around
pilot tests nationwide. States where the surveys
has been piloted include Illinois,Nevada, South
Carolina, and Wisconsin.
• how easy it would be to end it all
Dr. Reynolds has been developing the questionnaires since 1981. He is currently on
• killing myself to solve my
sabbatical from the University of Wisconsin to
problems
complete this project
Dr. Reynolds said that the purpose of the
questionnaires is to identify adolescents who
• having a bad accident
are clinically depressed and potentially "at
risk." Clinical depression, he said, is a level of
• if I killed myself, people will
distress which is "significantly bad, and could
realize I am worth caring about
lead to life threatening behavior.'
Dr. Reynolds said that, based on student test
scores thus far, 15 percent of tested students editor. "Let's hope the overwhelming majority
of parents will ·refuse to feed the prurient
show signs of clinical depression.
There are several follow-up procedures for interest of the intellectual Peeping Toms."
Since that time the survey has been adminstudents who test as clinically depressed, said
istered
once to a select group of students
~~l!i!i\S
w
in the
and most
to the entire
at Craig
the most recent testing, Mrs.
Sutherland went to Craig High to review and
obtain a copy of the survey. She said that the
reaction to her request by school officials
motivated her into taking action and addressing
the school board.
Mrs. Sutherland said that the staff at the high
Dr. Reynolds. Students whose tests indicate a school refused to show her the survey, and
problem with depression are subsequently re- directed her to Mr. Tom Evert, director of Pupil
tested and called in for an interview with a Services for the district. She said that; at their
school counselor.
first meeting, Mr. Evert allowed her to look at
Dr. Reynoldssaid that parents are not notified the questionnaires, but refused to let her copy
or called in until after the interview because the them because they were "copyrighted." When
counselor may need to determine if the depres- she questioned the appropriateness and effectof
sion could be a result of "a problem at home." the survey, Mr. Evert asked her if she was
In addition to the counselor-student inter- referring to the Hatch Amendment.
view, Dr. Reynolds said that other alternatives
"It was Mr. Evert's attitude which prompted
include referring the depressed students to the me to look into the matter further," said Mrs.
local county mental health board or group Sutherland.
counseling in school.
Upon investigation,Janesvilleparentslearned
With regard to student feedback, Dr. Rey- that Mr. Evert has previously worked in connolds said that student response has been junction with Dr. Reynolds on this project in a
positive. The students are "remarkably candid nearby school district.
about suicide and their feelings," he said. The
When Mrs. Sutherland arrived for a second
developer said that his survey will be distributed meeting with Mr. Evert, the administrator had
nationally by the publisher and word-of-mouth. arranged for a colleague to be present as his
Parents question the method
witness. He asked Mrs. Sutherland if she would
Janesville parent Julie Elliott was one of the consider delaying her appearance before the
first area residents to voice her concerns when school board, but Mrs. Sutherland refused.
plans to implement the depression survey were
Mrs. Sutherland told Mr. Evert that, although
first announced in the local newspaper over one some parents do not pay the necessaryattention
year ago.
to their children's emotional problems, "we
"Let's not assumeall children are emotionally have not all aodicated our responsibility.''
disturbed or in need of counselor testing and
Parents also learned that the survey is expenwaste valuable classroom time probing their sive to administer. It costs $2 per student,
psyche," wrote Mrs. Elliott in a letter-to-the- according to a report in the local newspaper.

'Lefs
all child
are
emotional disturbed'
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Flesch
"Why Millions Can't Read''' is the lasi article writtenby Rudolf Flesch before his death in
October.Rudolf Flesch was known as the "authorityon literacyand clearwriting"who wrote
"Why Johnny Can't Read"
The U.S. Department of Education win
Millionsof Americans can't read because alphabetic code.
conduct a nationwide study and evaluation of
they've never been taught how. Io read a Give children a
different methods of teaching children to read,
language that's written with letters running story that starts
as mandated by federal legislationpassed in the
fromleftto right,you mustlearn how to sound with "Once upon a
dosing weeks of the 99th Congress.
them out from left to right It's calledphonics. time" and tell them
On September 18, the U.S. Senate gave final
Most of our schools don't teach phonics. that "once" is proCongressional approval to the legislation auInstead, half a century ago, they switched to
thored by Senator Edward Zorinsky (D-NE), a
the whole-word method, popularly called nounced "wuns"
strong proponent of teaching reading by the
look-and-say. It trains children to memorize and you have chilphonics method. The legislation is in the form
the shapes and meanings of whole words, dren who are conof an amendment to S. 444, the Human
and most Americans today were trained that fusoofor life.
If you avoid this
way. They look at the outward shape of one
Services Reauthorization Act.
Senator Edward Zorinsky
word after another and try to remember mistake and systematicallyteach a child the
Passageof the amendment ordering the study
what it means, If they can't, they skip it, and alphabetic code, your job is amazinglyeasy.
caps three years of work by Senator Zorinsky to the general public."
also skip all short words whose shapes are YOU start with 50 or mopractice words
improve basic reading instruction as a key to
* "In carrying out the study required by this
not distinct enough to remember.
containing a short a such as,jam or pat, and
attacking the problem of illiteracy.
section, the Secretary shall solicit public comMany of them have lifelong reading before you know it, the childJlas learned to
The amendment, entitled "BeginningRead- ments on beginning reading programs and
sound out words from left to right. "Ddding Instruction Study and Listing," specifically methods."
aa-dd" they say and then, with a flash of
mandates:
The legislation also requires that the final
A whole pseudo-science
recognition, they cry out, "Dad!" Four- and
* "The Secretary of Education shall conduct report be submitted to Congress one year from
of reading has emerged
five-year- olds enjoy such discoveries
a study in order to compile a complete list, by passage of the legislation and that the Departtrouble, variously misdiagnosed as learning immensely.
name, of beginning reading instruction pro- ment of Education "publicize and disseminate
None of this ever happens in our schools.
disability, dyslexia, minimal brain damage
grams and methods, indicating (1) the average nationallythe listingrequired ... to the education
or "attention deficit disorder." One in five The children learn to recognize a tiny
cost per pupil of such instruction and methods, community,parentsand other interestedparties."
can't read at all-no labels on medicine handful of words, one after another, repeated
and (2) whether such programs and methods do
In his statement on the Senate Floor, Senator
bottles, no safety warnings, no signs on endlessly in carefully prepared, wholly unor do not present well-designedinstruction as Zorinsky explained that the list of reading
buses, no restaurant menus, no want ads, no amusing "stories." Reading is taught as a
recommended in the Report of the Commission programs is intended to indicate "whether they
job application fonns. Their number grows boring, highly unpleasant activity. No
on Reading, 'Becoming a Nation of Readers.' do or do not present well-designed phonics
from year to year.
wonder the children hate it
The listing required by this section shall be instruction as recommended in 'Becoming a
Our cities are filled with a new breed of
Look-and-say has spread through the
written in such a way as to be understandableto Nation of Readers' ..."
urban iUiterate peasants. In the suburbs, United States, England, Canada, Australia
middle-class parents have their children and New Zealand. How did the Englishexpensively tutored in reading, because the speaking world get into this mess?There are
tvvomain reasons:
,
schools don't teach it properly.
Advertisements
relatingto child pornography
One is the evolution of the
lanThirty years ago I wrote a book about aH
are now illegal, due to a tough anti-child
tided "Why Johnny Can't Read and guage. Over the rPr,tm,'lP~ modem English
pornographylaw which received final Senate
Vvhat You Can Do About It"
has been built from Anglo~Saxon,Norman
approval in October. The new legislation is
It has 72 lessons with which to teach a and many other sources.TI1eprcmmna.:aucm
intended to help faw enforcement officials
child to read by phonics. In 30 years I of words has changed enormously,But there
crack down on child pornography and child
haven't got a single complaint from a parent never has been an Engiishspellingreform.To
sexual abuse nationwide.
saying that the method didn't work. It this day we speU the 44 sounds of our
The Child Sexual Abuse and Pornography
normally takes a few weeks to get through languagein a variety of •Nays,usuallyat least
Act ofl986, H.R. 5560, win "complement" the
the book. If ifs done at age four or five, the two for each sound. We even have lots of
Federal Child Protection Act of 1984. That law
words that contain the same sound twice,
child will enter school reading.
adopted the new stricterguidelinesapproved by
Naively, I thought the schools would see spelledin two differentways-words such as
Senator William Roth
the U.S. Supreme Court in New York v.Ferber,
the error of their ways and go back to skyligh, redhead,playmate,scoreboard,news-thereby making it much easier to prosecute mittee on Juvenile Justice, Criminal Law and
phonics. But they didn't Instead, they at- room, seaweed,earthworm,or powerhouse.
· the Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism,
child pornographers.
tacked me bitterly and persisted in teaching So we have 88-plusstandardways of spelling
According to an aide to the legislation's the FBI presented testimony that pedophiles
look-and-say. They added a smidgeon of our 44 sounds. But that doesn't mean we
sponsor, Senator William Roth (R-DE), the make extensive use of child pornography to
phonics to their curricula, teaching children should abandon phonics. It's been used for
new law "builds upon" the 1984 law by stimulate and justify their behavior, to lower the
the sounds of a few letters "as a help in centuriesby parentsand schoolswith success.
child's inhibitions and reluctance, to blackmail
imposing an "ad ban" on child pornography.
The second reason is the .unbelievable
identifying unfamiliar words."
"It didn't occur to anyone that pedophiles the child victim, and to establish a medium by
But they go on using their "basal readers" growth of the anti-phonics establishment
would continue to trade and sell materials" which they can communicate with other likethat offer a small stock of carefully selected Around 1930, when look-and-say started
after passage of the 1984 law, said Fred minded criminals."
words to memorize over a period of nine with the famous "Dick and Jane" series,
The new "ad ban" applies to underground
McAffrey, Senator Roth's aide. However, he
yearsfrom kindergartenthrough eighthgrade. _there were just two influential university
said that after 1984 they discovered that it was newsletters for pedophiles as well as ads for
Text books in other subjectsare an"dumbed professors preaching that phonics was too
still legal to advertise child pornography and "nuancesin brown bags,"said Mr. McAffrey.He
hard for smallchildrenand show.ctbe replaced
down" contain only those words.
added that "now even publisherscan be nailed."
child prostitutes. Now, all that has changed.
A nationwide, federally funded survey of by letting them read easy stories right away.
In addition to outlawing advertising,the new
According to Mr. McAffrey, the advertising
In the 50 years since,this falsedoctrinehas
25,000 high school graduateswas conducted
prohibition was especially necessary to help law also revises the Mann Act As originally
in 1984-85 by the National Assessment of spread alarmingly.Fourteen series of "basal
curb ,child sexual abuse. He said that the written, the Mann Act made it illegalto "trade"
Educational Progress.More than three out of readers," all with workbooks, flashcardsand
correlation between child pornography and females across state lines. As revised,the Mann
five-61 percent-couldn't read well enough other classroom machinery exist today. A
child sexual abuse has proven to be very strong. Act now forbids the "trading" of both males
to go to college or fill a responsiblejob in dozen textbook publishersmake hundreds of
Senator Jeremiah Denton (R-AL) is a strong and females across state lines, regardless of
business, industry or government. Their million of dollars out of all this.
advocate of the new law. He said that, "in whether the activity is done for "commercial"
schools had prepared them only for menial
A whole pseudo-science of reading has .
hearings before the Senate Judiciary Subcom- purposes.
jobs at minimum wages. For blacks, the emerged, with thousands ofbooks,journals r
figure was 84 percent This is the downfall of and papers ina never-endingflow. Remedial
American education, the imminent loss of reading courses have begun in colleges and
our place among leading industrial nations. universities. Special education classes are
For about 70 years, there have been more held in all schools, paid for by the Federal
California voters made English the "official" language.
than l 00 scientificstudiescomparingthe results Government because students have been
state language when they went to the polls on
A spokesmanfor the California Secretaryof
of phonicswith those of look-and-say.Invari- misdiagnosed as handicapped by learning
November 4. Voters approved the Official State's office said that "lots of lawsuits" are
disability or dyslexia.
ably they showedthe superiorityof phonics.
State Language Amendment by a margin of 73 expectedas a resultof the ambiguoouswording
In short, we have a giant anti-education
Why? Because look-and-say insists on
to 27 percent.
of the amendment"to determinehow it should
letting children start by reading little stories. empire. But I'm still optimistic. Sooner or
The amendment requiresthe State Legislature be interpreted."
Since the most frequently used English later common sense will return and our
to support English as the state language in its
Californiamakesdriver'slicenseapplications
words are often spelled differentlyfrom the children will again be taught to read.
work, and prohibits the passage oflaws which availablein seven languages,and ten counties
rest, this gives a child no chance to grasp the ReprintedwithpermissionfromAmericanLegionMagazin~October1986,
would be detrimental to English as the state offermulti-lingualelectionballots.
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New SchoolYear: Parents' oncerns Increase
'Vulgar'vocabulary
???
Book of the Mo11th lessonupsets
MINNESOTA: A teacher in Croquet, MinChildren'§ Textbooks, by DL Paul C. Vitz, nesota win be allowed to include "vulgar"
words in vocabulary exercises relating to sex
Servant Books, © 1986, 142 pp.
education, according to a recent decision by
The vocabulary lesson isjust
Will the real censors please stand up? Accord- school officiak
ing to the exhaustive research of Dr. Paul C. one of numerous public complaints from parents
Vitz of New York University, a lot of those who about the seventh grade sex education unit.
Parents, including Debbie Reber, became
should be standing up include the publishers of
_our children's school textbooks.
concerned when seventh-grade students told of
Dr. Vitz should know. Funded by a grant health class vocabulary lessons during which
from the National Institute of Education, the the class discussed "slang" words for sexual
New York University professor, in addition to terminology.
some independent researchers, spent months
Parents said that students reported discussing
examining 90 social studies and history text- the meanings of such words as "f'l'**", "it
books and children's readers, page-by-page. sucks", "buttsucker", and "titlicker". Students
Their examinations led to a definitive con- said that the teacher would write a word such as
clusion: religion, our nation's religious heritage, "intercourse" or "penis" on the blackboard and
family, and free enterprise are being censored then ask students to volunteer slang expressions
out of our textso
which meant the same thing.
According to Superintendent Russ Smith,
the vocabulary exercise is a "relatively standard
teaching procedure." Mr. Smith said that "there
are terms you will hear on the street" and
students need to know their meaning.
He added that the Surgeon General's recent
statement on sex education recommends that
children learn graphic terms at an earlier age.
The superintendent denied
assertions
that the use of vulgarities
the classroom
would reinforce students using those terms.
Parents also expressed concern about a
"question box" exercise used in the same
seventh-grade health class.
Censorship is a detailed summary of that
Peggy Roy, whose daughter will be in
in1portant study. But unlike many summaries of seventh-grade next year, said that the health
lengthy, statistical studies that are filled with teacher encourages students to put their quesnumbers and charts which boggle the layman, tions about sex in the question box to avoid
Dr. Vitz lays it out dearly and succinctly so we embarrassment Then, the teacher answers quescan all understand.
tions orally.
The reader may be astounded to learn that
According to students and parents, one quesnone of the social studies books dealing with tion addressed in the seventh-grade class inmodern American social life ever mentioned duded, How do you fit a penis in a small vagina?
the words "marriage," "wedding," "husband,"
Superintendent Smith supported the quesor wife."
tion box exercise, saying that it "brings up
Dr, Vitz not only tells us what the textbooks things that kids need to know."
are not saying; he also tells us what they are
Mr. Smith said that the seventh grade health
saying, specifically which textbooks are saying classdoes not include the topic of contraception,
what, and in which states those textbooks are but he hopes that contraception will soon be
being used.
· included in the curriculum.
But Dr. Vitz does not leave us floundering
Mrs. Reber said that five parents met with
without a solution. Indeed, one whole chapter the health teacher earlier this fall to confirm
is devoted to "what should be done."
students' reports and express their concerns. At
"What is likely to make the publishers that time, the teacher said she would continue
change?" asks the author. "Certainly not criti- to use the controversial techniques.
cism itself," he answers. "Publishers will change
The concerned parents subsequently adveronly if it costs them money to continue their TEXTBOOKS
· d
present books and policies. At present, yearly
continue
salesof textbooks to public schools total nearly Hoh reader because they had religious objeca billion dollars. No publisher will jeopardize tions to "stories which appear to denigrate the
present profits by changing unless forced to."
difference between the sexes."
Dr. Vitz also offers some suggestions for how
Some schools did provide alternative readers
citizens can put the necessary pressure on temporarily, but in November, 1983, students
textbook publishers to make it uneconomical to who did not use the required readers were
continue publishing biased textbooks.
suspended or expelled.
"ll critics band together to create effective
On November 23, 1983, Vicki Frost was
lobbies and if parents and some educators begin arrested and jailed for several hours for tresto select books from other publishers who put passing when she went to the Church Hill
out more accurate and representative books, Elementary School to remove her then 8-yearthen major publishers might begin to change a old daughter from reading class.
little. Lawsuits al.somight provide a real stimulus.
In the first round of the Church Hill parents'
"The logic of such lawsuits is simple and court battles, Mrs, Frost sued school and city
fairlyfamiliar.Some yearsago, black Americans officials. Judge Hun awarded her $70,000 in
rightfully complained about being left out of damages plus court costsin March, 1986.
textbooks, and the courts readily understood
The most recent decision is the result of a
that such neglect of black life and history is lawsuit filed in December, 1983 by eleven
racist By the same logic, leaving out the Church Hill parents against the local school
positions [e,g., religion and family] is a serious board, school principals, and the superintendent.
form of censorship and bias."
The parents' legal counsel has been provided by

CENSORSHIP: Evidence of Bias in Om

tised on radio and in the newspaper that their
complaints would be discussed at a Parent
Senate Meeting in October. That meeting drew
125 parents.
Mrs. Roy said
although two-thirds of the
parents in attendance were opposed to the sex
education exercises, many of the parents were
intimidated by the large number of teachers
present No action was taken at that meeting.
The day after the Parent Senate meeting, a
request by parents for a new meeting and a
task force to look into alternative programs
was rejected.
Mrs. Roy said that parents can now exempt
their children from the sex education unit of the
health class. The sex education unit constitutes
five weeks of the semester.
The parents reported that school officials
have tried to pin the label of "religious fundamentalists" on the parents. But "no one has
even brought religion up," said Mrs. Roy.

Mother questions
use of 'Lifeboat'

and :4/ligatorRiver'
OHIO: Alligator River, the controversial
values clarification story by Sidney Simon, isthe
focus of parental concern in Circleville, Ohio.
Rosalie Garrett met with her son's seventhgrade health teacher i.n early November after
she learned that the students had read the "Xrated" version of Alligator River in class.
The "X-rated" Alligator River tells the story
of a woman's decision to sleep with one man so
that he will provide transportation for her to be
with her boyfriend. The story ends with a
"brutal" fight between two men.
Mrs. Garrett said that the teacher agreed with
her criticisms that the story was inappropriate
for seventh-graders, but said that she must teach
what the school gives her.
Mrs. Garrett also expressed concern that her
son's class participated in the "lifeboat" survival
game exercise. In this survival game, students
are typically told that there are ten people in a
lifeboat, and only several can survive. The
students are given a list of people of different
occupations and asked to choose which people
they would "eliminate" and why.
Both Alligator River and variations of the
survival game are coming under increasing
criticism across the country. Both exercises are
included in a frequently-used education resource
book co-authored by Sidney Simon, Values
Clarification:A Handbook of PracticalStrate-

giesfor Teachersand Students.
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Kindergartenparents
advisednot to ask
studentsquestions
TEXAS: Parents of kindergartners in the
New Caney school district are being encouraged
not to ask their children about their homework,
according to a letter sent to parents by classroom
teacherso That directive did not please one
Houston-area mother.
Kay Long became concerned when her kindergarten daughter brought home a letter advising parents how to deal with the Workshop
Way curriculum being used in the classroom.
The September 3 letter stated: "The Workshop
Way is based on the belief that all children have
the right to development of their human skills
early in life ... Initiative, Courage, fudependence,
Work Habits, and Responsibility for one's own
growing and learning. These skills only become
the real possession of the students if they come
from WITHIN, not imposed upon mm/her."
The letter continued, "Your child is given a
responsibility paper each day. If your child does
not approach you with the lesson, do not worry
and do not make him/her study it with you.
Why not? Because first thing each morning the
teacher meets with each child with the lesson. ••o
"If the child did not do anything or did not
return with the lesson, he or she must account
for the decision made at home to know
something or not know something.
"WHATEVER happened at home with the
paper becomes the source of talking intelligently
about a matter of hfe, That dialogue and a
pleasant relationship with the teacher who
understands is the WHOLE purpose of the
lesson. The teacher uses 'cushioning' to lead the
students to an understanding of their human
nature. Cushioning is the verbal dialogue that
takes place to let the children know that it is OK
to make a mistake, that all human beings make
mistakes, and that is one way that we learn."
Mrs. Long said that, when she met with the
kindergarten teacher to express her concern, the
teacher confirmed that the Workshop Way
curriculum is a values clarification program.
The mother added that the teacher told her
she was "foolish" to protest the program. Mrs.
Long has since transferred her children to
private school.

Concerned Women for America.
and can be achieved by less restrictive means.
Summary of the Court's findings
(4) For this reason, the plaintiffs' civil rights
The following is Judge Hull's summary of have been violated, and they are entitled to both
the "findings of fact" and "conclusions of the injunctive and money damages.
law" in Mozert v. Hawkins County Board of
(5) The defendants cannot accommodate the
Education:
plaintiffs' needs within the context of the school
(:I.) The plaintiffs [parents] have sincerely- system without risk of violating the Establishheld religious beliefs which are entitled to ment Clause of the First Amendment.
protection under the Free Exercise Clause of
(6) The plaintiffs are therefore entitled to opt
the First Amendment and which are offended out of the Hawkins County public school
by certain recurring themes in the Holt series. reading program while still enjoying the benefit
(2) In forcing the plaintiff-students to read of the rest of the curriculum (with appropriate
from the Holt series or to forfeit a free public provisions for home instruction according to
education, the defendants [school officials] have state law).
burdened the plaintiffs' right of free exercise of
(7) The individual defendants are protected
their religion.
from any financial liabilityto the plaintiffs on
(3) The State of Tennessee and the Hawkins the basis of their qualified good faith immunity.
County Board of Education have legitimate,
Finally, the plaintiffs are entitled to a hearing
compelling, and overriding interest in the educa- on damages. Hawkins County school officials
tion of public school students; but this interest and Norman Lear's People for the American
does not necessitate uniform use of the Holt series Way win appeal the decision.

